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I. Dedication: 
THE RUSSIAN PORTFOLIO is 
dedicated as a token of remem-
brance, gratitude, and respect to the 
Polish, Russian, Jewish, and other 
East European and Soviet peoples 
who were our Second World War 
Allies and who suffered, endured, 
and contributed so much for Allied 
Victory over Nazism. 
 
II. Introduction: 
THE RUSSIAN PORTFOLIO is 
intended to be an educational 2- or 
4-player strategic simulation game 
modeling the historical strategic 
and operational military decision-
making situations of the Axis and 
Russian commands on the Russian 
Front--or The Great Patriotic War, 
as the Russian people memorialize 
it--during the first year of the Nazi 
invasion in 1941-42. 
III. Definitions of Terms: 
Attacker: The player whose move-
ment and attack initiative it is. 
Combat (strength) Factor (CF):  
Arbitrary units of combat strength 

used to calculate relative combat 
strengths and battle results.  In 
THE RUSSIAN PORTFOLIO, 
there is both an Attack Factor (AF) 
and a Defense Factor (DF), fol-
lowed by the Movement Factor. 
Defender:  The player whose move-
ment and attack initiative it isn't. 
Hex:  Any one hexagonal space on 
the mapboard, without reference to 
the terrain inside it or along its 
"hex-side." 
Infantry-Type Units:  Fronts, 
Shock, Rifle, Infantry, Motorized  
Infantry, Mountain Infantry -- not 
Mechanized. 
Movement Factor (MF):  The num-
ber of movement points a unit can 
move. For example, a clear terrain 
hex costs only 1 MF to enter. 
Owning player:  The player to 
whom a unit in question belongs. 
Zone of Control (ZOC): Any hex 
adjacent to an UnDispersed unit, 
over which it exerts some degree of 
control.  An "EZOC" is an enemy 
unit's ZOC. 
 
IV. Victory conditions:  To win the 
game, the Axis Player must be able 
to trace an overland supply line into 
any 6 of the following victory cities 
in any one Victory Determination 
Phase:  Leningrad, Smolensk, Mos-
cow, Gorky, Kiev, Sevastopol, 
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Inaugural Editorial 
Hi; my name is Brian Train, and I‘m your new editor. This one will 
be short, as this issue of Strategist is dominated by the remainder of 
Lou Coatney’s East Front design, The Russian Portfolio. I intend on 
running a few more games in upcoming issues of Strategist, but 
they probably won’t be as large as this one. You can look forward 
to, among other things: a Waterloo game designed by Joe Miranda, 
editor of Strategy and Tactics magazine, that uses only 20 counters 
(!); a simple mini-game on the rise and fall of Rome; and I’ve also 
been promised a mini-game treatment of Dien Bien Phu. These de-
signs were all done by SGS members, and I hope you enjoy them. 
I’ll carry on with the personal introductions later; for now, enjoy 
this issue and the New Year! - BRT 

The Editor-Elect (not a true likeness) 
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(Continued from page 1) 
Voronezh, Rostov, Stalingrad, and Krasnodar.  
Moscow and Leningrad count as 2 victory cities 
each -- otherwise, at game's end the Russian 
Player wins. 
The Russian Player can also win if -- during any 
Victory Determination Phase -- he controls War-
saw or Bucharest. 
 
V. Sequence of play:  See the Charts and Tables 
sheet. 
 
VI. Weather determination and effects: A. Deter-
mination:  October is Mud; November is Hard 
Frost; December through the end of the game is 
Snow. 
 B. Weather effects: 
1. On terrain:  In Snow weather months, swamp, 
lake, and river hexes and hex-sides north(east) of 
the Arctic Weather Line freeze over and are 
treated as clear terrain hexes and hex-sides.  This 
is true for all purposes, except strategic land 
movement and victory determination. 
2. On movement:  Weather has no effect on stra-
tegic land movement or on sea movement in the 
Black Sea.  In Snow turns, sea movement in the 
Gulf of Finland is prohibited.  In Mud, opera-
tional movement factors on the units are halved, 
with fractions rounded down.  Snow, has the 
same effect except that the halves of Russian 
units' movement factors are rounded up.  Finn 
units' operational movement is unaffected by any 
weather. 
3. On combat:  In any 3 consecutive Snow 
weather turns of his choice during the (first) Win-
ter of 1941/42, the Russian Player may increase 
by a one- column shift (up) to the right the final 
combat odds of any of his attacks on Axis units 
which are north of the Arctic Weather Line. 
 
VII. Spent and Dispersed Units: 
 A.  A unit may be SPENT by its own operational 
or tactical movement, by attacking, or by a com-
bat result while defending.  A spent unit cannot 
be operationally moved or attack for the rest of 
the turn.  A Spent unit is so indicated by being 
faced toward the opponent. A Spent unit's de-
fense (combat) factor itself is unaffected by the 
unit being Spent, and the unit may be attacked 
and retreated (and/or Spent) by combat again, in 
the same player-turn or even the same phase. 
 B. A unit can become DISPERSED as a result of 
combat or tactical advance, at 
its completion of strategic movement by land or 
by sea, or upon (re-)entry into the game as a re-
placement.  A Dispersed unit is flipped upside 
down. A Dispersed unit may not operationally 
move or attack.  While it is Dispersed, it has no 
ZOC. The combat results of attacks against Dis-
persed units are read 1 odds column higher (to the 
right) on the Combat Results Table, than they 
otherwise would be.  (Thus, a die roll of "3" at 
3:2 odds would instead be read under the 2:1 
column -- as a D1 result, instead of an S -- for 
any already-Dispersed unit in the defending 
group.) 
 C. Recovery from Spent and Dispersed statuses: 
All a player's Dispersed units are recovered to his 
control – flipped back face-up -- during the oppo-
nent's Initial Operations Attack Phase -- unless 
they have just been (re-)Dispersed in that same 
phase.  However,  

a unit recovered from dispersal is then Spent until 
the end of that game-turn. At the end of the game-
turn, all Spent (but not Dispersed) units are then 
faced back toward the owning players, ready for 
use in the following turn. 
 
VIII. Strategic movement: 
To be moved strategically, a unit must be Un-
Spent and UnDispersed. A unit is then Dispersed 
at the end of its strategic movement by land or by 
sea.  A unit may not move strategically both by 
land and by sea in the same Replacement/
Reinforcement & Strategic Movement Phase (R/
R&SMP). 
 A. Strategic land--"rail line"--movement: 
1. As long as it doesn't enter an EZOC, an unit 
may move any number of contiguous hexes--a 
"rail line"--connected by land and already under 
friendly control, if it would theoretically be able 
to make such movement at that instant to the 
owning player's mapboard edge from any of the 
hexes traversed.  River hex-sides do not obstruct 
strategic land movement.  Open sea, frozen or 
unfrozen lake, and impassable hex-sides do. 
EXAMPLE:  Strategic land movement is possible 
across hex-sides K26/K27  
and B16/C17 -- never across B16/C16, D12/D13, 
or the Kerch Straits, JJ13/II14. 
2. In any given R/R&SMP, the Axis Player may 
strategically move any 1 corps-level Axis unit.  
The Russian Player may strategically move as 
many as 3 non-front units.  Each side's limit is 
called its strategic land movement "capacity." 
3. A unit must end its strategic land movement -- 
"detrain" -- in a city or town hex under friendly 
control and accessible to "rail" movement. B. 
Strategic sea movement: In the Baltic Sea and/or 
in the Black (and Azov) Sea(s), a player may 
move a maximum of 1 non-front unit per turn 
from one friendly coastal hex to a friendly-
controlled port on the same sea.  (The Sea of 
Azov is just considered part of the Black Sea.)  
To so move, a unit must already be sitting on its 
embarkation hex at the start of the R/R&SMP.  
The unit is dispersed and may move no farther 
upon arriving at its destination/debarkation hex. 
A unit may not sail through the Kerch Straits if 
any of the adjacent land hexes (II13, II14, JJ13, 
or JJ14) is under enemy control.  When attempt-
ing to sail through a sea under friendly control, a 
special "submarine" die roll of "1" by the oppos-
ing player eliminates the unit instead.  An odd 
number eliminates a unit attempting to sail 
through a sea under enemy control. 
 
IX. Replacements and reinforcements:  
A. Replacements: A Russian replacement unit 
enters the game on the Eastern mapboard edge or 
on any city or town which could be a terminus for 
strategic movement at  that instant.  German re-
placements enter on Warsaw, Helsinki, or Bucha-
rest. Unlike reinforcement units, new replacement 
units are Dispersed. Not more than 1 unit may 
arrive in a hex as a replacement or strategically 
moved unit, per turn.  If an arriving unit would 
violate stacking with a unit already on the hex, 
the latter unit is moved one hex toward the own-
ing player's side of the mapboard, where it is 
(also) Dispersed. A unit's replacement factor cost 
is its smallest combat factor for infantry, moun-
tain infantry, or fronts -- or its largest combat 
factor for all other types.  Replacement factors of 

the same (infantry or armor) type may be com-
bined to produce units and/or may be "saved" by 
for later use. Armor replacement factors must be 
used to replace armor or mechanized units. All 
Axis ally units and German armies are irreplace-
able. 
 
1. Russian replacements:  
a. Infantry replacements: 
1) Each of the 22 major Russian cities (still under 
Russian control and at that instant in rail-supply) 
produces 1 Russian infantry production factor per 
turn, with the exception of Moscow and Lenin-
grad which produce 2.  Additionally, 6 more 
factors are produced off the mapboard to the east 
in Siberia. 
2) No more than 2 Russian front units may enter 
the game as replacements per turn.  The Russian 
player gets no infantry replacements in the first 
turn of the game -- they are already on the board. 
 b. Tank Factories and Armor/Mechanized Re-
placements: 
1) Each active tank factory accessible to strategic 
land movement at that instant may produce 1 
armored, mechanized, or shock replacement point 
in each Replacement/ Reinforcement and Strate-
gic Movement Phase (R/R&SMP).  A shock army 
needs to have at least 1 tank factor. 
2) Tank factories are in Leningrad, Moscow, 
Kharkov, and Stalingrad. There is also one off the 
map in Siberia -- Chelyabinsk, actually. 
3) A tank factory becomes nonproductive when 
its city is out of supply. It becomes permanently 
nonproductive if a city it is in is lost. c. Lend-
Lease:  On the third game-turn of 1941 and there-
after, 1 infantry replacement factor of Lend-Lease 
aid arrives from the  USSR's Anglo-American 
allies in the northeastern city of Archangelsk, 
unless that 
city is controlled by the Axis. 
2. Axis replacements: 
Any non-army-level German unit is eligible to 
return to the game as a replacement unit after 
being eliminated. Except on the first turn, the 
Axis Player receives each turn 2 armor replace-
ment factors and 2 non-armor replacement fac-
tors.  The armor may be combined with the non-
armor replacement factors to produce non-armor 
units, but not vice versa. 
3. Voluntary Elimination of Units: 
During the owning player's Replacement/
Reinforcement Phase, he may voluntarily elimi-
nate any of his units.  For example, a clearly 
doomed unit might be more useful sacrificed and 
brought back in the game as a replacement unit in 
a better location.  Its factors are lost, though. 
 B. The Russian Siberian Reserve Gamble--
"Siberian Roulette"--playing option: 
1. The Russian Siberian Reserve reinforcement 
begins entering the game automatically and 
"safely" -- at no risk -- in the Replacement/ Rein-
forcement Phase (R/RP) of the 21Dec41 game-
turn, unless the Russian Player chooses to begin 
entering them earlier.  They continue for 3 turns. 
2. Siberian Reserve units consist of 1. and 3. 
Shock armies plus "pure" armor (or mech) units 
worth 7 replacement factors in the first turn.  In 
the second turn, they consist of 2. and 4. Shock 
armies and 4 factors of armor units.  And in the 
third turn, they consist of 6 factors of infantry and 
any one cavalry corps. Shock armies may not 
enter the game -- as replacements or Siberian 
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(Continued from page 3) 
Reserve reinforcement units -- until this time.  Any 
extra Siberian Reserve reinforcement factors may be 
used as replacement factors. 
3. In each turn that any Russian Siberian Reserves 
are in the game before their "safe" turn, the Axis 
Player picks a number (from 1 to 6), and the Soviet 
Player must cast the die.  (This should be done at the 
end of  the Soviet R/RP.)  If the number cast is the 
one selected by the Axis Player, the Japanese have 
invaded the weakened Russian Far Eastern Military 
District, and the Axis Player immediately wins the 
game! 
4. Unlike replacement units, reinforcement units are 
not Dispersed in (and thus can move and attack af-
ter) the R/R&SMP in which they enter the game. 
5. A reinforcement unit may enter the game in any 
hex accessible to strategic land movement -- not just 
on a city or town -- and more than one reinforcement 
unit may arrive on the same hex. 
 
X. Terrain Effects 
 ... A. ... on Operational Movement: 
1. No unit may cross an impassable hex-side, such as 
an all-sea hex-side. (EXCEPTION:  A unit may 
make a one-hex, maximum, operational movement to 
an adjacent land hex across a lake hex-side, the 
Kerch Straits or from Leningrad to Kronshtadt. 
2. All units except German infantry armies must 
expend 1 additional movement factor for each river 
crossed, if they will be entering an Enemy ZOC. 
B. ... on combat are cumulative: 
1. Units may not attack into a hex, unless they could 
operationally move into it at that instant. 
2. Rivers:  If a defending unit is being attacked 
cross-river by all of the attacking units, the combat 
odds are reduced by a one-column shift to the left on 
the Combat Results Table (CRT).  Any such cross-
river defensive advantage is nullified, if any of the 
total attacking combat strength is attacking from a 
hex which is not cross-river. 
3. Stalin Line:  Unless flanked in the manner as for 
rivers, above, each Russian army receives 1 addi-
tional combat factor defending behind the Stalin 
Line and each front receives 2. 
4. Unfrozen Lake Hex-sides, Kerch Straits, Lenin-
grad-Kronshtat: Armor, mechanized, and/or cavalry 
units may not attack or retreat across them.  Other 
units' attack factors are  halved, rounding down any 
fraction of the total, and they are eliminated by an 
R2 resulted if forced to retreat across them. 
5. Major City:  An infantry army or front defending 
a major city receives a bonus of 2 defense factors.  
An infantry corps (also) receives a 1- factor defense 
bonus.  Units in a major city cannot suffer Armor 
Overrun. 
6. Victory City:  In addition to its major city bonuses 
(and any fortress bonus), a victory city has 1 intrin-
sic defense factor, until captured. For Leningrad and 
Moscow, this bonus is 2. 
7. City:  Any one infantry-type unit receives a maxi-
mum bonus of 1 factor for the hex.  A hex containing 
(only) a city/town is considered "clear." 
8. Fortress:  A fortress adds a defense factor of 1 to 
any one friendly infantry-type unit defending it. 
Fortresses can survive isolation, and they remain in 
friendly control until actually occupied by an enemy 
combat unit.  Furthermore, they themselves can act 
as an independent source of supply for any 1 non-
front unit, if the normal supply line is cut.  They 
cannot be Armor Overrun. Although not so marked 
on the map, Kronshtadt is a fortress. 

8. Swamp:  A Soviet army or front defending in a 
swamp receives a defense factor bonus of 1.  (See 
stacking limitations against armor in or attacking 
into swamp, and there are no Armor Overruns 
therein.) 
9. Hills:  Each infantry-type unit in a hill hex re-
ceives a defensive bonus of 1 factor.  Units in hills 
cannot be Armor Overrun. 
10. Mountains:  Same penalties against stacking and 
Armor Overrun as for unfrozen swamp.  Same de-
fense factor bonuses as for major cities. 
 
 C. ... on Supply: Supply may not be traced across an 
impassable hex-side.  Supply can only be traced 
across an all-sea hex-side if the sea is under friendly 
control. (Supply can be traced across frozen or un-
frozen lake hex-sides, the Kerch Straits, or the Len-
ingrad-Kronshtadt hex-side.) 
 D. Clarifications of terrain, unit situations, and ge-
ography: 
1. Unless it is Snow weather, units attacking Lenin-
grad from H15 (Pushkin) also suffer the normal 
cross-river penalty.  However, units in Leningrad 
can always attack (units in) H15 without suffering 
this river penalty. 
2. The Hungarian unit may never enter Romania -- 
under penalty of elimination.  Similarly, one of these 
nationalities' units may never enter a hex already 
occupied by the other's. 
 
XI. Operational movement:  
A. General rules: 
1. The owning player may move all, some, or none 
of his UnDispersed units during any one of his Op-
erations phases -- unless prevented by impassable 
hex-sides or other rules.  However, he may only 
operationally move a unit once per game-turn, and if 
it has moved it must attack in that (initial or reserve) 
phase if it ever is to do so during that game-turn.  It 
is immediately thereafter "Spent" -- and faced to-
ward the opponent. 
2. Except in the case concerning rivers, above, 1 
movement factor is expended for each hex entered.  
An UnDispersed/UnSpent unit may be moved all, 
some, or none of its (weather- and phase-modified) 
movement factor. 
3.  The owning player must finish moving one 
(group of) unit(s) before starting to move another.  
(If necessary, a tournament director may invoke 
chess rules about moving a "touched" piece.) 
4. A unit of whatever type may never enter--let alone 
pass through--a hex containing an enemy unit. 
5. A unit may always make an operational movement 
of at least 1 hex, as long as it isn't violating Zone of 
Control rules described in B. below.  It may even 
exceed its MFs to do so; however, it is then Dis-
persed. 
 B. Operational Movement into, out of, and/or 
through Enemy Zones of Control:  
>>> Players are reminded that Dispersed units 
have no ZOCs. <<< 
1. A unit must stop upon entering the ZOC of an 
enemy unit -- even if that EZOC is already occupied 
by a friendly unit.  A unit may leave any EZOC 
without penalty. 
2. In most cases, a unit may not move from one ZOC 
to another ZOC of the same enemy unit -- even when 
the initial EZOC is occupied by a friendly unit -- 
UNLESS it is moving into a hex occupied by a 
friendly unit ... and it may then do so even if that 
friendly unit only arrived in the same/current move-
ment phase. EXCEPTION:  A stack of units contain-

ing at least one "pure" armored unit may make a 
(total) 1-hex operational movement from one ZOC to 
another ZOC of the same enemy unit, even if the 
latter hex is unoccupied by a friendly unit -- UN-
LESS the enemy unit is a German army or Russian 
front OR UNLESS the stack would have to move 
across or into non-clear terrain. Any other stack of 
units (not containing a "pure" armored unit) may do 
the same, except that it is Dispersed by doing so. 
3. A unit may always make a 1-hex movement out of 
one enemy unit's ZOC and directly into another, 
different enemy unit's ZOC. 
 C. The Operational Movement "Bonus:" Axis units 
receive a bonus of 2 operational movement factors 
and Russian units receive a bonus of 3 operational 
movement factors, if they do not move into the ZOC 
of an enemy unit.  They may still receive the OMB if 
they  
do move into an EZOC, but they are Dispersed by 
doing so. A unit still receives its OMB if it is (only) 
moving out of an EZOC. These bonuses are never 
modified/reduced by weather, although they can be 
reduced by the Reserve Phase movement penalty, 
after all normal/printed operational movement factor 
has been subtracted.  (For example, a front moving 
in the 3rd Reserves Phase would only have 2 
"bonus" movement factors left of its entire move-
ment factor.) 
 
XII. Maximum Number of Units in a Hex--
"Stacking": 
There may not be more than 2 units in a hex.  Not 
more than 1 may be larger than corps level.  There 
may be only 1 unit in a hex if it is a Russian front. 
Not more than 1 armor-type unit of any level may be 
on a frozen or unfrozen swamp or mountain hex ... 
or attacking into one (from each attacking hex). 
These limits may be momentarily violated by units 
passing through a fully stacked hex during strategic 
or operational movement or tactical retreat -- but not 
during tactical advance.  Any unit (of the owning 
player's choice) violating the limit is eliminated. 
 
XIII.  Attacks, Combat Resolution, Retreats, and 
Tactical Advances after Combat:  
A. Commitment of units to attack: 
1. Unless a "BR" combat result makes it eligible to 
conduct a breakthrough attack, no unit may attack 
more than once per game-turn.  On the other hand, a 
unit may be attacked more than once by different 
"waves" of attackers -- even during the same Attack 
Phase. 
2. A unit may only attack a hex (or hexes) adjacent 
to the hex it is in. Although a unit must be UnDis-
persed and UnSpent to be able to attack, it does not 
have to be in supply at the moment it attacks. 
3. A Defender's unit does not have to be attacked by 
an adjacent Attacker's unit, unless the Defender's 
unit is an UnDispersed German army or Soviet front 
which is adjacent to an Attacker's unit which is, in 
fact, attacking (it or some other unit) in that same 
combat phase. 
4. The combat factors of units which are attacking in 
the same attack phase but are attacking from differ-
ent hexes may be combined in their attack against a 
mutually adjacent enemy-held hex. If an early wave 
of attackers cleared the hex of enemy units, then the 
units of any wave scheduled to attack it later may 
advance on into (or through) the hex as well, using 
whatever the combat result was. 
5. In the same attack or in separate attacks, attackers' 

(Continued on page 5) 
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units stacked in the same hex may attack stacks of 
defender's units in more than one different, adjacent 
hex. A group of units may attack defending units in 
more than one hex, as long as all the attacking units 
in the attack can attack -- are adjacent to -- all of the 
attacked defending units. 
6. All defending units in a hex must be attacked as a 
combined whole. 
7. Once committed, Russian units must attack.  Un-
less the attack was already used to block a potential 
retreat or compelled by Rule 3. above, Axis attacks 
may be cancelled at any time prior to the die actually 
being cast. 
 B. Combat odds calculation sequence for an indi-
vidual attack: 
1. Attack factors of all attacking units in a given 
wave are totalled. 
2. Total defending units' defense factors (and include 
bonus factors to unDispersed defending units for 
major cities, cities, fortresses, forests hills, moun-
tains, and tank factories). 
3. Calculate the "basic" combat odds in the custom-
ary manner:  the proportion of the attack wave units' 
total attack factor strength to the defenders' total 
defense factor strength is matched to an odds ratio 
on the Combat Results Table (CRT) which is nearest 
but no greater.  
EXAMPLES:   5 attack factors to 1 defense factor 
yields 5:1,  5 to 3 would most match 3:2,  and 2 
attacking 5 would most match 1:3. 
4. Attacks having basic combat odds greater than the 
maximum (10:1) allowable ratio are reduced to that 
ratio before any further modification. Attacks having 
final combat odds below minimum (1:4) odds are 
not allowed. 
5. Any applicable combat odds column shift modifi-
cations (due to rivers, invasion surprise, Russian 
1941/42 Winter Offensive, etc.) are now made, 
yielding the final combat odds. 
6. Before the Attacker begins casting the die to de-
termine combat results, he must ask the Defender if 
"No Retreat!" orders are in effect for any defending 
units during the Attacker's entire player-turn. 
 C. Combat Results: Individual attacks can be made 
in any sequence the Attacker wishes.   
Cast a single die.  Cross-index the die roll against the 
appropriate combat odds column on the Combat 
Results Table to find the combat result, beneath.  
Read the odds one column higher, individually, 
against Dispersed defending units. 
 AE = Attackers (equal to defense factors) Elimi-
nated.  AD for other attackers.   
X = EXchange -- Defender's choice.  Surviving At-
tackers advance as with D1.  
AD = Attackers Dispersed.   
S = All units Spent.  May be Retreated as for D1, if 
Defender chooses.  
D1 = Defenders Retreat 1-2/3-4 hexes and Spent/
Dispersed -- Defender's choice.  
D4 = Defenders Retreat 0-4 hexes as Attacker 
chooses and are Dispersed.  
DX = D4 -- after X, if Attacker chooses.  Armor 
Overrun possible.  
DE = Defenders Eliminated.  Possible Armor Over-
run becoming Breakthrough!  
BR = Breakthrough!  After tac-advance, Attackers 
may attack once more.  Spent units (faced toward 
opponent) may not move/attack for rest of turn. Dis-
persed units (flipped upside-down) suffer the same, 
also lose their ZOCs, and have attacking odds 
against them raised 1 odds column on CRT.  

X = EXchange = Some or all defending units elimi-
nated, if Attacker can lose factors equal to their fac-
tor-modified defense factors.  (If not, just AE.) 
 
Defending German(-assisted) or Finn units may take 
D1 result instead in Good or Mud weather or in 
Mountain hexes.  Defending Russian and Finn units 
may similarly decline to be exchanged in Mud or 
Snow weather or in Swamp hexes. 
D1 -- D4 on DX result -- for any exchange-surviving 
attackers. NOTE:  In Axis attacks, the Axis Player 
may not use Axis ally units before German ones for 
exchange.  In defense exchange loss decisions, he 
may. 
 
Special Combat Situations and Results: 
Armor Overrun:  A DX becomes a DE, and a DE 
becomes a BR against defending infantry, motorized 
infantry, mountain infantry, or fronts, if the totalled 
factors of pure armor, minus any defending pure 
armor, is 2 times undispersed (or equal to Dispersed) 
defenders' total factor-modified strength in Good/
SnowSov weather and clear terrain. 
 
Surrounded/"No Retreat!":  D1 -> -; DX, D4 -> DE; 
DE -> BR. 
 
Armor/Mech "Breakdown" from (Dispersed by) 
combat die roll of 1->1+n -- 2->2+n, for Russians -- 
if attacking, where "n" = Reserve Movement Phase 
no. 
 
D. Tactical retreats after combat: 
1. Tactical retreats -- like tactical advances and 
breakthrough attacks -- must be made immediately 
after each combat, if they are to be made at all. The 
Attacker determines the 1st and 3rd retreat hexes, the 
Defender the 2nd and 4th.  Of course, the combat 
result and/or players may not require all 4 hexes to 
be retreated. 
2. The defender may voluntarily retreat his units 
from a hex after an AE, AD, S, or X  combat result, 
if he chooses to do so.  (Attacking units would then 
be eligible to advance.  An AD result would then be 
nullified if the defender retreated all his units from 
the attacked hex.) The defender can retreat some of 
his units and leave others behind, as he wishes, and 
he can retreat different units into different hexes. 
3. If a hex is cleared of all defenders by a combat 
result -- or by voluntary evacuation -- the attacker 
must (if at all possible) advance into it units which 
are eligible to advance and have total attacking 
strength factors at least equal to the terrain-modified 
defending combat factor (or advance as many as 
possible up to that). 
4. Retreating defending units must be retreated into/
through a hex which...  
a. ... is adjacent and across a hex-side which it could 
attack across.  
b. ... is (with every retreated hex) farther from the 
attacked hex.  
c. ... is not occupied by an enemy unit. 
d. ... is not the ZOC of an unDispersed enemy unit -- 
unless that EZOC is already occupied by an friendly 
unit.  (A unit may retreat into the ZOC of a Dis-
persed enemy unit only in its first hex of retreat.)  
e. ... is not itself under an (as yet unresolved) attack 
which could (possibly) result in the hex being occu-
pied by the attacking units.  
f. ... is not adjacent to any of the hexes from which 
the unit was attacked, unless the hexes are separated 
by a hex-side the attacker would not be allowed to 

attack across at full (un-halved) strength. 
5. If possible, a retreating unit should be retreated 
into a hex which is at that moment serviced by 
friendly supply and/or not fully stacked.  An attacker 
may not leave retreated defenders overstacked if 
there are alternative hexes available. 
6. A D4 or DX result becomes a DE -- and a DE 
becomes a BR -- against any defending unit unable 
to retreat at least 2 hexes.  In the case of a (group of) 
unit(s) able to retreat only 3 hexes on a D4 or DX 
result, the die is cast again, and the unit(s) is(/are) 
eliminated by a roll of  4-6. A unit forced to retreat 
off the mapboard (or into the sea) is ELIMINATED. 
However, the Attacker may not retreat a unit off the 
mapboard or into the sea if there is another retreat 
route available. 
7. Attacking units are never forced to retreat by com-
bat results, and tactical advances after combat by 
defending units are prohibited. 
8. At any time during an opponent's combat phase, 
the defender may voluntarily retreat any of his Un-
Spent/UnDispersed units (which do not have an as 
yet unresolved attack already allocated against them) 
3-4 hexes -- as he chooses -- in the normal manner of 
any "D4" combat result.  They are then Dispersed, of 
course. 
 E. TACTICAL ADVANCES (by attackers only) 
AFTER COMBAT, according to  
weather: 
 >>> Players are reminded that Dispersed units 
have no ZOCs. <<< 
1. Units may not advance more hexes than the least 
number of hexes retreated by the defender.  In Good 
weather, "pure" armor, armored cavalry, and cavalry 
corps may tactically advance up to 3 hexes -- Ger-
man units marked with "vM" or "G" up to 4.  Mech 
infantry, German and Finn infantry corps, and Rus-
sian shock armies may tac-advance up to 2 hexes.  
Russian units may so advance in Snow as well.  Tac 
advance after combat is limited to 1 hex for infantry 
armies and for Russian fronts and corps in Good 
weather  
and for any unit in Mud(, except cavalry which may 
advance 2).  In Snow, no Axis unit may advance 
more than 2 hexes. Note:  that these advances are in 
hexagons, without regard to movement factor costs 
for terrain. 
2. Tactically advancing units must stop as soon as 
they enter an EZOC, and they may not move directly 
from one ZOC to another of the same enemy unit, 
except in the cases described by 3.-5. below.  In all 
cases, an advancing unit is stopped by the ZOC of a 
German army or Soviet front. 
3. In any case, attacking units at least equalling the 
factor-modified total of the defending factors must 
tac-advance at least 1 hex into a hex vacated com-
pulsorily or voluntarily.  They may move directly 
from EZOC to another of the same enemy unit -- 
even (in this minimum-1-hex advance rule only) if 
that enemy unit is a German army or Russian front -- 
but they are then Dispersed by doing so, unless mov-
ing with the benefit of 5. below. 
4. Units tac-advancing on a D4 or DX result may 
move directly from one ZOC to another of the same 
enemy unit -- as long as it is not a German army or 
Russian front -- but are Dispersed for doing so. 
5. Units tac-advancing on a DE or BT result may 
move directly from one ZOC to another of the same 
enemy unit with no penalty whatsoever, as long as it 
is not a German army or Russian front. 
6. As long as the advancing combat factor require-

(Continued on page 6) 
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ment described in 3. above is satisfied and as long as 
they are not moving directly from one ZOC to an-
other of the same enemy unit, attacking units may 
instead make a 1-hex advance into an empty hex 
adjacent to the vacated hex.  However, if advancing 
more than 1 hex, the first hex entered must be the 
vacated hex. 
 
 F. BREAKTHROUGH Bonus ATTACKS:  
A BR combat result means that any of the participat-
ing attacking units may immediately attack again 
after tactically advancing.  They may attack indi-
vidually or together, or join in on a normal attack 
already allocated against other enemy units in the 
same Operations phase.  They may not be combined 
with units from other battles also making break-
through attacks.  A unit may not make more than one 
Breakthrough Attack per game-turn. 
 
G. Reserve Phases:  After the initial operational 
phase is over, the Axis and then the Soviet players 
may move and/or attack with any units which have-
n't yet moved and/or attacked.  However, the 
weather-modified basic and then bonus operational 
movement factor of each unit is penalized a number 
of factors equal to which reserve phase in which it is 
used.  (Thus, a 4-4-3 Soviet army would have no 
basic/engaging movement at all in the 3rd Reserve 
Phase.  It would only have its Operational Movement 
Bonus left to move.) Even if the reserve phase is so 
late that an UnDispersed/UnSpent unit cannot move 
to attack, it could still attack any enemy units already 
adjacent to it.  See the Reserve Movement track on 
Charts & Tables Sheet 1. 
 
H. Facing:  Units are faced toward the opponent in 
the (Initial or Operations) phase in which they have 
moved or attacked (or both) or in the phase they are 
recovered from dispersal (unless they were Dis-
persed by their own attack and are instead flipped 
upside down).  All unDispersed units are re-faced 
back toward their owning players at the very end of 
each game-turn. 
 
XIV. Supply and isolation: 
 A. Supply sources: For a unit to be in general sup-
ply, it must be able to trace a supply line no greater 
than 7 hexes (under friendly control and joined by 
hex-sides which could be traversed by that unit mov-
ing operationally or strategically at that instant) to 
the hex it occupies from any city or town under 
friendly control which can, in turn, trace a supply 
line of any length back to a supply source hex. An 
Axis unit's supply source hexes are any of the hexes 
in its own country along the western edge of the 
mapboard.  (Italian and Hungarian units use German 
supply source hexes.)  A Soviet unit's supply source 
hexes are any of the Soviet Union hexes along the 
eastern and southern edges of the mapboard. Note 
that fortresses and victory cities act as independent 
supply sources for any non-front units stacked on 
them. 
 
B. Isolation effects: 
 
1. Soviet replacement cities and tank factories must 
be accessible to strategic land movement, as well as 
be in supply, to be able to produce replacement and 
tank production points. 
 
2. During the owning player's Supply Status Deter-

mination Phase, units equal to at least half (rounded 
up) the un-modified factor strength of all the units in 
an unsupplied "pocket" (at that instant) are elimi-
nated.  A front may be replaced by an army no 
greater than half its attack factor. Fortresses and 
Russian tank factories are not eliminated by isola-
tion -- only by actual Axis occupation.  Russian 
cavalry units are not affected by isolation or counted 
against the isolation-eliminated survivors. During 
Good weather turns, any one isolated stack of Ger-
man units may be considered "air-supplied."  They 
are not affected by isolation. 
C. At any time during the game, the Russian Player 
may voluntarily reduce/ replace a front unit with an 
army;  however, he forfeits the strength difference.  
After the first game-turn, either player may voluntar-
ily eliminate any of his own units at any time during 
his own player-turn. 
 
D. Fuel Supply: If an owning player cannot trace a 
supply line from one of his armor, 
mechanized, motorized infantry, or armored cavalry 
units back to his fuel source at the start of his OMP, 
then that unit suffers a "fuel shortage," which means 
that its movement factor drops to 2 and that it cannot 
execute Armor Overruns.  The very instant a battle 
reopens the fuel lines, the unit can make Armor 
Overruns -- weather and terrain permitting, of 
course. The Axis fuel source is Ploesti, the Soviets' 
is hex (   ) -- 
as indicated by the crude oil wells on the mapboard. 
 
XV. Control:  
A. Control of the land: Control of a land hex is 
gained by operationally moving a unit into or 
through it.  At the start of a game, hexes are initially 
under the control of the side whose border they are 
behind. 
 B. Control of the seas: The Baltic Sea is controlled 
by the player who controls Koenigsberg.  The Black 
Sea is controlled by the player who controls Sevasto-
pol.  The Sea of Azov is controlled by the player 
who controls both Rostov and Sevastopol. 
 
XVI. Game Length, Special First-Turn Rules, and 
Strategic Options: 
A. Length of Game:  THE RUSSIAN PORTFOLIO 
runs until the Axis Player achieves his victory condi-
tions or--starting with Mar42--until either player 
stops 
the game at the very beginning of one of his player-
turns. 
 
B. Special First-Turn Rules: 
 
1. In all their attacks during the first turn, German 
units receive a 1-column "surprise" odds shift bonus 
on the CRT. 
 
2. German Amphibious Tanks:  The cross-river at-
tack penalty is dropped for any one German attack in 
the Axis Initial Phase of the first turn. 
 
3. Soviet units more than 2 hexes away from the 
Germany/USSR border may not move or attack until 
the 1st Reserve Phase. 
 
5. There are no Axis or Russian replacements in the 
first game-turn of the 1Jun41 or 22Jun41 game-start 
games.  There are, however, in a 10Jul41 game-start 
game.  In 1Jun41, 22Jun41, and 10Jul41 game-start 
games, the Soviets have an already-accumulated 

reserve of 15, 18, and 21 armor replacement factors, 
respectively. 
 
6. Romanian units may not enter or attack into Rus-
sia until the 2nd turn of any game.  Finns have the 
same restriction, unless there are German units start-
ing the game in Finland. 
 
C. Variable Invasion Date and Soviet Deployment: 
NOTE on nonhistorical redeployments:  In all cases, 
Romanian units must begin the game in Romania, 
and the Hungarian and Italian units must start the 
game in "Greater Germany."  In tournament play, the 
Soviet player should not take more than 10 minutes 
to set up a nonhistorical setup scheme, so that should 
be thought out and written down in advance. 
 
1. Axis Invasion Date:  
a. If the Axis invade on 10Jul41, no units are dis-
persed on either  
side, both sides do get normal replacements, and 
Axis units may freely redeploy with the restriction 
that not more than 3 German units may start the 
game in Finland and not more than 6 may start in 
Romania.  
b. If the Axis invade historically, on 22Jun41, Axis 
and Russian units with an uppercase "D" in their 
upper lefthand corners are Dispersed. 
c. If the Axis Player invades on 1Jun41, he must cast 
a die to determine the weather:  an even number 
produces Good weather; odd brings Mud. Units with 
a lowercase "d" in their upper lefthand corners are 
Dispersed, as well as those with the uppercase "D." 
 
2. Russian Redeployment Option: 
Russian units may be freely redeployed within the 
USSR, but the Axis victory requirement becomes 
only 3 victory cities.  Also, Russian units must be set 
up before Axis units (which are then freely rede-
ployed with the geographic restrictions described in 
1.a. above), there may be no more than 1 Soviet unit 
per hex, and 8 Russian major (or victory) cities must 
have armies on them. 
 
XVI.D. Historical Order-of-Battle/Set-Ups: 
 
1. Axis: 
 1. Panzer Group/Army U3   3. PzKps U3   47. 
PzKps S2 2. Panzer Group/Army S2  24. PzKps S3   
48. PzKps V3 3. Panzer Group/Army O4  39. PzKps 
N4   56. PzKps M4 Tilsit 4. Panzer Group/Army L4  
40. PzKps P1  2. Army  Q1 Warsaw 7.InfKps  Q2   
2.FinCrps C15 4. Army  S3  12.InfKps  R3   4.
FinCrps D14 6. Army  V2  20.InfKps  O3   6.
FinCrps A17 9. Army  O3  29.InfKps  T3   7.
FinCrps B17  11. Army  BB4 30.InfKps  DD5  
Gruppe O  B14  16. Army  M4 Tilsit   34.InfKps  U1  
17. Army  V1  42.InfKps  P3  HunMobCrps  U2  18. 
Army  K4 Memel44.InfKps  V3  ItAutoCrps  T1  49.
MtnKps  V1  3. RomArmy  DD5 1.InfKps K4 Me-
mel52.LtKps   U2  4. RomArmy  HH5 2.InfKps N4  
54.InfKps  FF4 RomArmCrps  DD4 5.InfKps O4  
59.InfKps  R1  RomMtnCrps  FF4 
 
2. Russian (listed by Military District): 
 
Baltic:   8. Army   L5  11. Army   N5  22. Army   
N13 Velikiye Luki  3. MexKor N6 Kau 56. RifKor 
C17 27. Army   J11 23. Army   G15 Leningrad  12. 
MexKor K5  10. MexKor E14 Vyborg   
 

(Continued on page 7) 
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Kiev: 6. Army   W2 Lvov    16. Army   Y10  12. 
Army  AA4 Cherno 26. Army  W1 Przemsy 21. 
Army   U12 Gomel  15. MexKor W5  14. MexKor 
S5   20. Army   Q13 Smolensk  13. Army   Q8 
Minsk 3. Army   P4 6. MexKor Q4   
 
Reserve: 28. Army   A25 Archangelsk 24. Army   
N18 Kalinin 21. MexKor N12  42. RifKor A18  
 
Western: 5. Army   T4 4. MexKor X3 8. MexKor X2  
9. MexKor X7  Rovno  4. Army   S4 Bres 5. KavKor 
W3 1. MexKor I13 Luga  10. Army   Q3 Bialystok 
6. CosKav Q3 5. MexKor Y13 Konotop  7. MexKor 
Q16 Vyazma 11. MexKor Q4  
 
Odessa: 19. Army   CC13 Kremenchug   18. Army   
CC6   2. MexKor DD6 Kishi 18. MexKor FF6   
Bialystok 2. KavKor EE6 9. Army   GG6    
 
d = Dispersed in 1st turn of game begun in May 
1941. 
D = Dispersed in 1st turn of game begun in May or 
June 1941. 
 
A NOTE ON COPYRIGHT AND FREE EDUCA-
TIONAL USE: 
 Any person is entitled to one free copy of RUSSIAN 
PORTFOLIO – whether downloaded from my web-
page or from any other source -- however I retain 
copyright, publishing rights, and all other rights to 
the game, and it is not to be republished without my 
express written consent.  It is not "public domain." 
Educators and librarians are free to make paper cop-
ies of THE RUSSIAN PORTFOLIO for educational/
public service use within or loan from their own 
schools, universities, training centers, and libraries. 
 
Louis Coatney, 626 Western Ave., Macomb IL 
61455 309/836-1447 (msg, but I cannot afford to 
return long-distance calls) ELCOAT@Hotmail.com, 
http://members.tripod.com/~LCoat (free games) 
 
CATALOGUING IN PUBLICATION: 
 
Coatney, Louis Robert, 1946- 
The Russian portfolio:  the German "Barbarossa" 
invasion of Russia, 1941-42. [game]  Macomb, IL:  
Louis R. Coatney, c1999.i, 11 p. rules booklet, 4 p. 
first turn rules and setup booklet, mapsheet in two 
parts, 2 sheets of  pieces, 4 charts. 
1. World War, 1939-1945--Campaigns--Soviet Un-
ion (or --Eastern.)  2.  Soviet Union--History--
German occupation, 1941-1944.  3. War games.  4. 
Educational games.  I. Title. D764.C632r 1999 
940.542 COATNEY 
 
Historical Commentary: 
It is the early defensive/counteroffensive battles of 
the Second World War which many historians feel 
are the greatest Allied victories.  In England and 
America, for example, the Battle of Britain, the 
back-and-forth battles in North Africa, the Russian 
derailment of the German war machine at Moscow, 
the dramatic naval Battle of Midway, and the brutal 
land, naval, and air battles around Guadalcanal are 
most often studied.  Although students may some-
times be Axis commanders in military history 
games-- sinking Allied ships, for example--this is 
accepted for the sake of learning.  
 
THE RUSSIAN PORTFOLIO can be used as an 

instructional aid in history classes or as a standard 
"Barbarossa" game in wargame tournaments.  In 
either case, the "Game Analysis and Log Form" 
should be used. The scale of THE RUSSIAN PORT-
FOLIO is 20 days of real time per game-turn, 40 
miles/66 kms per hexagon width and corps-army-
front (25,000-250,000 men) in unit level.  Like the 
Russian T34 tank, this historical game was con-
ceived to be of simple manufacture, but of superior 
design having the essential decision-making vari-
ables of the campaign's military operations. 
 
The game is designed to be fast-playing and me-
chanically simple--and as an introduction to the 
basic game system of my division-to-front level 
BARBAROSSA FILE.  In the interests of simplicity, 
naval, aerial, and partisan warfare have been omit-
ted--factored into the general game system. Indeed, it 
is intended to be a "classic" in an abbreviated physi-
cal format, reminiscent of the Simulations Publica-
tions Inc. "folio games" which appeared in Strategy 
& Tactics magazine.  Nonetheless, some options 
have been reserved to the players, including nonhis-
torical redeployments and alternative invasion dates.  
In any of the scenarios, aggressively attritive Russian 
counter- attacking -- in contrast to the nonhistorical 
passive Russian defense typical of most Russian 
Front games -- is a viable alternative strategy, should 
encourage the operational and strategic creativity of 
even the most jaded military history game player. 
 
Although such a game can be highly absorbing and 
uniquely educational, its players should never forget 
the grief and destruction which accompanied the 
invasion.  It is estimated that 27 million men, 
women, and children of what was the Soviet Union 
died in this holocaust--and many more millions of 
Central and Eastern European people would die--
before the Russians were able to end the tragedy in 
Berlin on 2 May 1945.  LRC 
 
Game Components: 
 A. The mapsheet:  After trimming the 4 map seg-
ments with scissors, they should be taped together.  
Colored pencil and fine-point porous-tipped pens 
can highlight map features -- if used with caution. 
B. The unit pieces and markers: The sheets of units 
and markers should be mounted on cardboard of 
different colors.  If not, marking the bottom of Axis 
units black and Soviet units red -- before cutting 
them out -- can be vital, to differentiate flipped/
dispersed units.  The usual adhesion method is a 
coating of rubber cement applied and held until 
tacky on both surfaces to be joined.  (White paper 
glue works also, if applied thinly and evenly.)  Fol-
lowing is a key to unit abbreviations: 
Nationalities:  B = Bulgarian, H = Hungarian, I = 
Italian, R = Rumanian 
 Designations:   Shk = Shock, G = Guderian, vM = 
von Manstein Kreis = Kreiser, Lel = Lelyushenko, 
Rok = Rokossovsky, Vla = Vlasov 
C. Charts and tables:  These are found on a separate 
sheet.  Put it in see-through plastic for marking the 
Turn Record Track with grease pencil. 
 D. Randomizer:  You will have to supply your own 
randomizer -- six-sided, marked "1" to "6," and usu-
ally referred to as a single die (of dice). 
 E. List of Components:  1. game map in 4 pieces, 2. 
rules booklet, 3. Russian units countersheet, 4. Axis 
units countersheet, 5. front-and-back countersheet 
master (for inventory and piece replacement), 6. 
turn-phase record track, 7. combat results table 

(CRT) and (on the back) terrain effects chart, and 8. 
game analysis and results form. 
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XVI.E. Non-historical Order-of-Battle/Set-Ups Form Master -- Make copies!: 
 
1. Axis: 
 1. Panzer Group/Army  __3. PzKps  __   47. PzKps  __ 2. Panzer Group/Army  
__   24. PzKps  __   48. PzKps  __ 3. Panzer Group/Army  __   39. PzKps  __   
56. PzKps  __ 4. Panzer Group/Army  __   40. PzKps  __  3. RomArmy __ 2. 
Army  __ 1. InfKps  __34. InfKps  __4. RomArmy __ 4. Army  __ 2. InfKps  
__42. InfKps  __RomMtnCrps __ 6. Army  __ 5. InfKps  __44. InfKps  
__RomCavCrps __ 9. Army  __ 7. InfKps  __49. MtnKps  __  11. Army  __12. 
InfKps  __52. LtKps   __2. FinCrps __ 
 16. Army  __20. InfKps  __54. InfKps  __4. FinCrps __ 
 17. Army  __29. InfKps  __59. InfKps  __6. FinCrps __ 
 18. Army  __30. InfKps  __HunMobCrps  __7. FinCrps __  ItAutoCrps  
__Gruppe O   __ 
 
2. Russian (listed by Military District): 
 Baltic:   Kiev: Reserve: 
8. Army   __  5. Army   __16. Army   __  11. Army   __  6. Army   __19. Army   
__  27. Army   __ 12. Army   __20. Army   __ 3. MexKor __ 26. Army   __21. 
Army   __  12. MexKor __  4. MexKor __22. Army   __ 8. MexKor __23. Army   
__ Western:9. MexKor __24. Army   __ 3. Army   __ 15. MexKor __28. Army   
__ 4. Army   __  5. KavKor __ 1. MexKor __  10. Army   __   5. MexKor __  
13. Army   __ Odessa: 7. MexKor __ 6. MexKor __  9. Army   __10. MexKor 
__  11. MexKor __ 18. Army   __42. RifKor __  14. MexKor __  2. MexKor 
__56. RifKor __ 6. CosKav __ 18. MexKor __ 2. KavKor __ 
 
d = Dispersed in 1st turn of game begun in May 1941. 

D = Dispersed in 1st turn of game begun in May or June 1941. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 THE RUSSIAN PORTFOLIO -- CHARTS AND TABLES 
 
V. GAME-TURN SEQUENCE/PHASES: 
 
A. Replacement/Reinforcement and Strategic Movement 
B. Operations  
1. Initial Operations Phase: 
a. Axis Player's Initial Operations:  (Axis are first, until Snow.)  

1) Initial Operational Movement  
2) Attacks and Tactical Advances after Combat, with Russian Units Re-
covered from Dispersal (if not Dispersed in this phase) and Faced toward 
Axis Player  
3) For Axis Player's Units:  Supply Status Determination and Effects  
4) Russian Victory Determination Phase 

b. Russian Player's Initial Operations:  Same as in a., but sides  
reversed.  
2. 1st(, 2nd, n-th) Reserves' Operations Phase(s) 
-- repeated as many times as wished: 
a. Axis Player's Reserves' Operations:  

1) Reserves Operational Movement, minus Phase's Movement Factor (-n 
MF) penalty  
2) Reserves Attacks and Tactical Advances after Combat 

b. Russian Player's Reserves' Operations -- Same as a., but sides  
reversed. 
C. Re-facing of All UnDispersed Spent Units 
 

TERRAIN EFFECTS CHART  
 

COMBAT RESULTS TABLE (CRT) (attack factor/defense factor ratio 
 
Combat Results Definitions:  
AE = Attackers (equal to defense factors) Eliminated.  AD for other attackers.   
X = EXchange -- Defender's choice.  Surviving Attackers advance as for D1.  
AD = Attackers Dispersed.   
S = All units Spent.  May be Retreated as for D1, if Defender chooses.  
D1 = Defenders Retreat 1-2/3-4 hexes and Spent/Dispersed -- Defender's choice.  

Terrain On Combat:  On Movement: 

Cross-river 
(if unfro-
zen) 

Down one CRT odds column, unless 
any attackers are on same side. 

+1 MF, if moving into 
EZOC. No opnl move-
ment thru same UnDis-

Cross-lake    Only infantry, fronts, and shock may Movement limited  

   Swamp (if 
unfrozen)   

See stacking limit against armor. 
Down one CRT odds column if at-

None. 

Hills .   +1 defense factor for each infantry or 
front unit. 

Same movement/
stacking penalties as 

Mountains  Major city defense factor bonuses for 
all infantry-type units, not just one.  

Same movement/
stacking penalties as 

Cross Kerch 
Straits  

As for cross-lake, if attacking without 
control of Black Sea. Attacker only 
suffers 1-column shift,  with control of 

Movement same as for 
unfrozen lake. 

 Stalin Line   +1 defense factor for Russian armies  
or +2 defense factors for fronts, unless 

None.  Hex-edge only. 

Fortress  Same defense bonus for Russian units  
(only) as for Stalin Line, except can't 

None.  Hex-edge only. 

Major city    +2 DF  for 1 inf. army or front, or + 1 
DF  for 1 inf. corps.  Victory cities 
have intrinsic, additional defense fac-
tors of 1, except Moscow and Lenin-

None. 

City  
    

+1 DF  for 1 front,  infantry army, or 
infantry corps.  Terrain classed by 

"Clear terrain," unless 
other terrain present. 

Town None.   Same as for City. 

D6 1:4   1:3   1:2   1:1   3:2   2:1   3:1   4:1   5:1    7:1    10:

6 S S D4 D4 DX DX DE BR BR BR BR 

5 AE AD D1 D1 D4 D4 DX DE BR BR BR 

4 AE AE S D1 D1 D4 D4 DX DE BR BR 

3 AE AE AD S S D1 D4 DX DE BR BR 

2 AE AE AE AD AD S D1 D4 DX DE BR 

1 AE AE AE AE X X S D1 D4 DX DE 
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Strategist 
c/o George Phillies 
87-6 Park Avenue 
Worcester MA 01605 
USA 

0 ? 
1 Jun 41 

? 
 

1 
22 Jun 41 

Good 
 

2 
11 Jul 41 

Good 

3 
1 Aug 41 

Good 

4 
21 Aug 41 

Good 

5 
11 Sep 41 

Good 

6 
1 Octo 41 

Good 

7 
21 Oct 41 

? 

8 
11 Nov 41 

? 

9 
1 Dec 41 

Snow 
 

10 
21 Dec 41 

Snow 
 

11 
11 Jan 42 

Snow 
 

12 
1 Feb 42 

Snow 

13 
21 Feb 42 

Snow 

14? 
11 Mar 42 

? 
 

15 
1 Apr 42 

? 
 

 

INITIAL 
PHASE 

1ST 
RESERVES 

PHASE 
 

-1 MF 

2ND 
RESERVES 

PHASE 
 

-2 MF 

3RD 
RESERVES 

PHASE 
 

-3 MF 

4TH 
RESERVES 

PHASE 
 

-4 MF 

5TH 
RESERVES 

PHASE 
 

-5 MF 

6TH 
RESERVES 

PHASE 
 

-6 MF 

7TH 
RESERVES 

PHASE 
 

-7 MF 

FIRST CLASS MAIL 

CLASSIFIED AD 
Bitter Woods Second Edition Rule Book.  Incorporates post-production errata 
and clarifications.  Spiral bound. Color. New cover art. Thick outer sleeve. 
Limited print run. "Makes a good game even better."---Richard Berg  
"Icing on the cake." Bruno Sinigaglio.  
 
Order directly from the designer. $5.95 (US Funds) in the continental USA.  
$6.95 (US Funds) outside the continental USA. Randy Heller, 4500 West-
brook Lane, Kensington MD 20895 

ANALECTS OF CONFUSION, PART I 
Officials at Nevis  (Minn.) High School are refusing to allow a photo of student Saman-
tha Jones into the school yearbook since it shows the senior, who is joining the Army 
after graduation, posing with a decommissioned 155 mm  howitzer cannon on display 
outside the local Veterans of Foreign Wars  post. "Whether it's in military, recreational 
or sporting form, anything shaped like a gun or knife is banned" from school under the 
district's "zero-tolerance" weapons policy, explained Superintendent Dick Magaard. 
The school board deadlocked on a vote whether to overturn the ban, even after the 
board chairman pointed to war photos hanging on the school's walls. "I back my daugh-
ter 100 percent on this," Samantha's mother told the school board. "The lawyer will be 
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